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Aim

• To use a range of ball control skills.

Success Criteria
• IStatement
can control
1 Lorem
a ballipsum
using dolor
my hands
sit amet,
to throw
consectetur
and catch.
adipiscing elit.
• IStatement
can use my
2 feet to control a ball's movement along the ground.
• Sub statement

Let’s Get Ready

Circuit Training
Can you remember what Circuit Training is all about?
Fill in the missing words in this explanation.

Circuit training involves a set of
that are carried out one
after the other, maybe with a short
in between.
The set of exercises is known as a
. A circuit can be done just
or it can be done more than
once, depending on how much
exercise someone wants to do.

circuit

Year 3 Circuits
In the last lesson, you
took part in a mini circuit
focusing on different
travelling exercises.

Crazy Cones

This week, we will
work on another
mini circuit featuring
different activities
involving ball skills.
At the end of this unit
of work, we will put all
the activities together
into one full circuit!

Super Slalom

Commando
Crawl

Scoring and Marking

The score will be how many times you
manage to complete the exercise during
the mini circuit at the end of the lesson.
For each mini circuit you will have
between five and ten minutes.
Remember, we are
Can
you to
challenge
going
score each
yourself
to
improve
activity in the mini
your
score?and in the
circuit,
full circuit.

For the full circuit, at the end of the unit,
you will have 20 minutes.
Can you improve on your mini circuit time?

Let’s Get Moving

Warm-Up: Guess the Corner
One player is blindfolded and
stands in the middle of the hall.
The other players are given 30
seconds to run to a corner of
their choice.
The player in the middle then
points at one of the corners.
Any players standing in this
corner have to perform a forfeit.
The player in the middle can
choose a forfeit from these ideas:

Do ten star jumps.
Do ten hops.
Do ten straight jumps.
Do ten high knees
(run lifting your knees
up high).

Do ten heel ups (run
lifting your heels up to
your bottom).
Touch your toes ten
times, standing straight
up after each toe touch.

Hip and Thigh Stretch
• Stand tall and take a large
step forwards with one foot.
• Bend your front leg so that the
thigh is parallel to the ground
and the knee is at a 90° angle.
• Gradually lower your hips,
keeping your back straight,
until the knee of your back
leg is touching the floor.
• Push your hips forwards.
• You should feel the stretch
in your thighs and hips.
• Hold the stretch for six to
ten seconds.
• Swap legs and repeat.

You should feel
the stretch in your
thighs and hips.

Lunge
• Take a big lunge forward with one leg.
Keep your back straight.
• Lower your body until your front knee is at
90° and your thigh is parallel to the ground.
Your front knee should be positioned directly
over your ankle.
• Your back knee should also be at about 90°
with your lower leg parallel to the ground and
your heel off the ground.
• You should feel the stretch in your thighs and hips.
• Hold the stretch for six to ten seconds.
• Step forwards onto the opposite leg and repeat.
• Throughout the lunge exercise, your arms can
You should feel
be in any position that helps you maintain your
the stretch in your
balance. You might prefer to put your hands on
your hips or to extend your arms out to the side. thighs and hips.
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Let's have a look at the ball control
exercises you will work on today.

Throwing

Catching

Moving with the
ball (rolling, kicking,
dribbling).

Cone Catching
In this exercise, you will focus on
underarm throwing and catching.

Throw

Catch

Catch
You will
work with a Throw
partner.
You will move along two rows
of cones, stopping at each cone
to face each other.
They will hold the ball and move
to
next
pairone
of cones.
Atthe
each
cone,
partnerFace
will
each
other
and thentorepeat
throw
the again
ball underarm
the
the
throwing
catching.
other
partner,and
who
will catch it.
When you reach the end of the
rows of cones, you have
completed one circuit.

Cone Catching Training
We will do a training activity to get ready
for the Cone Catching exercise on the
mini circuit.
How many times can you and your
partner throw the ball between you in
one minute?
If you drop the ball, you have to
start counting from one again!
Take the time to be in control of the
ball - throw sensibly so that your
partner can catch it.
Keep your eye on the ball and use
two hands to catch it.

Throwing Hoops
This exercise focuses on throwing
underarm for accuracy.
Stand
at
the
and
hold
the
Pick
the
beanbag
up,
stand
the
cone
In
this
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you
will
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last
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Throwing Hoops Skill:
Throwing for Accuracy
In the Throwing
Hoops exercise, you
will need to be able
to throw accurately.
You will do this
when you throw the
beanbag underarm
to try to land it
in each hoop.
How to throw
accurately:

Stand facing the
direction you are
aiming for.
×
1

×
2
Hold the beanbag in
your dominant hand.

4
×

Keep moving your
dominant arm once
the beanbag is
6
released, pointing ×
your hand where
you want the
beanbag to go.
Step forwards on the
×
3 opposite foot to your
dominant hand.

Swing your dominant arm
back behind you, then
forwards in front of you.
×
5
When your dominant
hand reaches
approximately hip
height in front of you,
release the beanbag.

Throwing Hoops Training
Let's do a training activity to get ready
for the Throwing Hoops exercise on the
mini circuit.
There are cones spread around
the space.
Take a beanbag and throw it
towards one of the cones using
an underarm throw. Travel to the
cone and pick up your beanbag.
Throw it underarm to another
cone. Continue until the time
runs out.

Controlling Circles
The final exercise in today's
mini circuit is Controlling
Circles. In this exercise,
you will need to control a You will travel
ball as you travel with it.
from one cone
to another.
About halfway
between the two
cones is a different
coloured cone. You
will need to circle
round this cone,
keeping control of
the ball with your
feet as you travel.

Controlling Circles Training
Now, you are going to
train for the Controlling
Circles exercise.

Travel around the
space with your ball,
controlling it with
your feet.
When I blow the
whistle, turn in a
small circle while
keeping your ball
under control with
your feet.

The Mini Circuit
Today's mini circuit contains three activity stations:
Cone
Catching

Throwing
Hoops

Controlling
Circles

Youwill
willcomplete
work in aallgroup.
member
of your
group
willcan
complete
You
three Each
activities
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as you
in the
your
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as a group
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the nextor
time
available.
Count Then,
how many
times
you- complete
each
activity
whenand
I blow
myitwhistle.
how many points
you score,
record
on your scoring sheet.

Cool-Down: Pasta Game
You are going to perform
actions associated with
different types of pasta.
Walk around the space and
listen for your instructions.

Spaghetti: stretch position standing.
Lasagne: stretch position lying down.
Spaghetti Hoops: join hands with others to make a circle.
Fusilli: twist your arms and legs around each other.

Let’s Review

Throwing for Accuracy
Did you manage to order the steps toCan
explain
you put these steps in order to explain
how to throw underarm accurately? how to throw underarm accurately?
2

Hold the beanbag in your dominant hand.

6

Keep moving your dominant arm once the beanbag
is released, pointing your hand where you want
the beanbag to go.

3

Step forwards on the opposite foot to your
dominant hand.

5

When your dominant hand reaches approximately
hip height in front of you, release the beanbag.

1

Stand facing the direction you are aiming for.

4

Swing your dominant arm back behind you, then
forwards in front of you.

Aim

• To use a range of ball control skills.
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• IStatement
can control
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consectetur
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• IStatement
can use my
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